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Tripod PGYTECH MantisPod Pro (P-CG-020)

Innovative PGYTECH P-CG-020 MantisPod Pro tripod
Gain more interesting perspectives and create tons of unique shots. The groundbreaking PGYTECH MantisPod Pro tripod offers 7 modes
of operation, and with the included mount you can easily attach your phone to it. The Cold Shoe adapter allows you to mount additional
accessories.  The product  is  made of  lightweight  yet  durable materials.  The foldable design allows you to always have it  with you and
record stunning footage almost anywhere.
 
Try the new Mantis mode and gain a unique perspective
Explore  the  groundbreaking  Mantis  mode,  which  lets  you  hang  your  tripod  from  any  surface  of  your  choice  and  gives  you  a  unique
perspective. Unleash your creativity, get the recording angle of your dreams and feel like a pro! Record an interesting interview, capture
your culinary show-offs or prepare an interesting travel report - the possibilities are almost endless. The 3 support points will give your
equipment the necessary stability - no need to worry about the camera falling down and getting damaged.
 
Even more modes to choose from
There's  more!  Try  out  all  the  available  MantisPod  Pro  modes  and  find  the  perfect  perspective  for  every  shot.  Create  an  original  vlog,
make a makeup tutorial or host a live broadcast. The product also lets you quickly switch between horizontal and vertical recording - if
you're a TikTok user, for example, you'll find this handy. There's also a mode that allows you to film from a frog's perspective and one
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that's ideal for portraits.
 
Enjoy the freedom of recording
Enjoy the freedom of your dreams. The product is designed in such a way that you can quickly and conveniently switch between tripod
and handheld  modes without  having to  adjust  the camera angle.  You can also  rotate  the adapter  360°  so  you can take portraits  and
panoramas  with  ease.  In  addition,  the  Cold  Shoe  mount  allows  for  easy  mounting  of  additional  accessories  such  as  a  microphone  or
lighting. Want to change the position of the mounting plate? No problem! You can easily reposition it without risking falling and damaging
your camera.
 
Fast and stable mounting of your camera with SnapLock system
Say goodbye to the hassle of the mounting plate coming loose and unscrewing. The MantisPod Pro tripod uses an Arca-Swiss compatible
patented SnapLock system with a specially designed clamping screw. This makes it  easy to mount your camera on it  without wasting
time on tedious  tightening of  the knob.  You also  do not  have to  worry  about  the safety  of  your  equipment.  The applied solutions  will
provide the necessary stability.
 
Record with your smartphone too
Create stunning shots not only with your camera, but also with your smartphone. You'll find a small phone holder in one of the tripod legs
to  further  enhance  your  recording  capabilities.  The  Arca-Swiss  mount  and  1/4"  hole  provide  wide  compatibility,  and  the  Cold  Shoe
adapter lets you mount additional accessories.
 
Wide compatibility
What  else  sets  the  PGYTECH  MantisPod  Pro  tripod  apart?  Wide  compatibility!  The  product  can  support  many  models  of  cameras  and
camcorders from well-known brands. For example, it fits Canon EOS M6 Mark II,  Sony Alpha 6600, RX0, Alpha 7 Series, Alpha 9 Series
and Vlog Camera ZV-1, FUJI X-A5, X-T4, X-E3 and X-S10, Nikon Coolpix Series, Panasonic G Series (Lumix G100) and Olympus PEN Series.
 
Lightweight, handy and durable
Tripod  that  is  both  durable  and  lightweight?  PGYTECH  proves  that  anything  is  possible!  The  tripod's  legs  are  made  from  high-grade
magnesium, which weighs much less than the usual aluminum alloy, yet is incredibly durable and resistant to damage. This, combined
with  its  foldable  design,  means  that  it  can  accompany you  almost  anywhere  -  you  can  easily  fit  it  in  a  backpack  or  handbag.  What's
more, ergonomic handle is covered with pleasant to the touch rubber, which makes it even more convenient to use.
 
In the box
MantisPod Pro tripod x1
SnapLock Mini Reverse Ball Head x1
SnapLock plate x1
Mini phone holder x1
Storage bag x1
Wrench x2
Hand strap x1
Brand
PGYTECH
Name
MantisPod Pro
Model
P-CG-020
Material
MantisPod Pro: magnesium, silicone;
SnapLock Mini Reverse Ball Head: aluminium;
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Weight
334g
Height
Length of high view tripod: 230mm;
Length of lowered view tripod: 140mm;
Max. load
2.5kg
Length of extended mode
350mm
Length of handheld mode
260mm
Thickness of the surface for hanging the tripod in Mantis mode
Up to 90mm
Modes
Handheld  mode,  lowered  view  mode,  elevated  tripod  mode,  extended  mode,  mobile  vlogging  mode,  Mantis  mode,  vertical  shooting
mode
Compatibility
Canon:  EOS  M6  Mark  II,  EOS  M50  Mark  II,  EOS  M200  PowerShot  G1  X  Mark  III,  PowerShot  G5  X  Mark  II,  PowerShot  G7  X  Mark  III,
PowerShot G7 X Mark II, PowerShot G9 X Mark II, PowerShot: SX70/SX740/SX720/SX620/SX540 HS, IXUS 285 HS/190/180;
Sony:  Alpha:  6600/6500/6400/6100/6000/5100,  Vlog  camera  ZV-1,  DSC-RX1,  Sony  RX0  II  1,  Sony  RX0,  Sony  RX100  Series,
DSC-WX700/500/350/220, DSC-HX99/HX400/HX300/HX90/HX60, Alpha 7 Series, Alpha 9 Series, NEX Series;
Fuji: X-T4, X-T200, X-T100, X-A7, X-A5, X-100V, X-100F, X-F10, X-S10, X-E4, X-E3;
Nikon: COOLPIX Series, Z 50;
Panasonic: G Series (LUMIX G100);
Olympus: PEN Series, E-M10;

Price:

€ 143.00

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories  GoPro
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